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LOG MARKET REPORT $/1,000 board feet (or ton) November 15, 2021
Umatilla/Pendleton/Boardman

Douglas-fir/Larch
Ponderosa Pine

Grand/White Fir Lodgepole Pine Engelmann Spruce Pulp/Chip  
Logs (ton)6-11” 12-18” 19”+

450 250 300 325 380 275 275 35
La Grande/Elgin

Douglas-fir/Larch
Ponderosa Pine

Grand/White Fir Lodgepole Pine Engelmann Spruce Pulp/Chip  
Logs (ton)6-7” 8"+

420-460 280 330 350-370 300 300-340 26
Pilot Rock

Douglas-fir/Larch
Ponderosa Pine

Grand/White Fir Lodgepole Pine Engelmann Spruce Pulp/Chip  
Logs (ton)12”+ 16”+

400 440
Burns/John Day

Douglas-fir/Larch
Ponderosa Pine

Grand/White Fir Lodgepole Pine Engelmann Spruce Pulp/Chip  
Logs (ton)6-7” 8-11" 12-17" 18"+

380 120 275 305 390 120-285 21
Redmond/Bend/Gilcrist

Douglas-fir/Larch
Ponderosa Pine

Grand/White Fir Lodgepole Pine Engelmann Spruce Pulp/Chip  
Logs (ton)6-16” 17"+ SM

370 410 450
Lakeview/Klamath Falls

Douglas-fir/Larch
Ponderosa Pine

Grand/White Fir Lodgepole Pine Engelmann Spruce Pulp/Chip  
Logs (ton)6-16” 11-23” 24”+

285 300 350 8”+ 350 8”+  300
Lewiston ID

Douglas-fir/Larch Ponderosa Pine Grand/White Fir Lodgepole Pine Engelmann Spruce Pulp/Chip  
Logs (ton)

540 515 460 460

Eastern Oregon log prices have slipped, overall, since 
this summer - as much as $100/mbf in some cases. The 
specifics vary significantly by location, species, and sort. 
Ponderosa pine dropped sharply (as much as $80/mbf) 
in northeastern Oregon but less so in other parts of the 
state. Gilchrist is now purchasing ponderosa by sort 
and the prices are quite good relative to other Oregon 
mills. Lodgepole generally dropped by about $30/mbf, 
with highest price still across the border in Lewiston. 
Douglas-fir and larch mostly held their values, although 
their prices dropped rather sharply in the Pendleton and 
La Grande/Elgin markets. Prices for spruce and white/
grand fir dropped in most markets, with a wide range of 
adjustments.

The bright side in recent market trends is that pulp 
demand is up and mills are starting to purchase chip logs 

again. Both the La Grande/Elgin and Burns/John Day 
markets are buying again (they weren’t actively buying 
this summer), and prices jumped significantly in the 
Pendleton area (from around $25 to $35 per ton). If you 
have small diameter thinning on your to-do list, and are 
within a reasonable hauling distance to one of these mills, 
now might be the time.

A big caveat on all of this is that most of my numbers 
are from mid-November. Prices always get a bit squirrely 
around the holidays, and with this season’s wet and 
snowy weather there could be demand arising from 
limited access in some areas, or slipping demand from 
mill slow-downs in others. Talk to your consulting forester 
and/or local log buyers and get current info before diving 
into your next timber sale.

Log Market Report
Data courtesy John Lindberg (Oregon Log Market Report), supplemented by John Punches
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GRAZING IN THE FOREST
The diverse forests of eastern Oregon are managed 
for a number of objectives and values, ranging from 
aesthetics to timber revenue, recreation to forage 
production. In many cases, landowners have property 
that extends beyond the range and into the forest and 
may utilize these forests for grazing. In these scenarios, 
sustainable production of quality forage is essential for 
livestock producers. Forests can provide forage values 
not only for livestock production but also to support 
certain wildlife species. 

No Bull 
Forest management for forage and grazing

By Jacob Putney, Extension Forester, and John Rizza, Regional Fire Specialist

Forage production requires careful management 
planning and considerations but allows for integration 
of multiple recourse values and diversification of 
economic opportunities. However, forage and timber 
production need not to be mutually exclusive. By 
identifying forest type and condition, selecting an 
appropriate silvicultural system, and balancing with 
an appropriate grazing system, both resources can be 
improved, enhanced, and sustained. 
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Forest Type Forage Potential General Forest Forage Management Considerations

Ponderosa Pine High
• Maintain at lower-end of stocking recommendations
• Do not exceed 60% canopy cover

Lodgepole Pine High
• Maintain at lower-end of stocking recommendations
• Do not exceed 60% canopy cover

Mixed Conifer 
(Warm, Dry)

High
• Maintain stocking within stocking recommendations
• Do not exceed 70% canopy cover
• Avoid long harvest-entry cycles 

Mixed Conifer  
(Cool, Moist)

Moderate
• Maintain stocking within stocking recommendations
• Consider influxes of grand/white fir
• Seeding after stand treatment may double forage production

Mixed Conifer  
(High Shrub Population)

Low

• Shrub canopies hinder resources for forage and access by livestock, 
however, shrubs are important forage for wintering wildlife species

• Stocking levels and canopy cover should vary depending on density 
of shrubs in understory 

Table adapted from: Ecology and Management of Eastern Oregon Forests.
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FOREST MANAGEMENT FOR FORAGE 
There are a number of management practices that can maintain and improve 
forage production for grazing objectives, while also improving forest health, 
reducing fire risk, and potentially generating revenue. In general, effective 
forage production depends upon the forest understory receiving adequate 
light and precipitation. Therefore, forage yields are closely tied to forest 
density and canopy cover, and management approaches will differ based on 
forest type, structure, condition, and silvicultural system. In eastern Oregon 
forests, a century of fire suppression, past logging practices, and drought have 
altered fire regimes and resulted in much higher forest density and canopy 
cover, as well as understories crowded with small, shade-tolerant tree species. 
These overstocked forests are at heightened risk of insects, disease, and 
high severity fire, and they do not provide the light, nutrients, and moisture 
needed for forage plants. Purposeful management is required to enhance 
forage production in these forests, and forage potential and management 
considerations vary by forest type. (See table on previous page.)  

Density management, or thinning, is one of the most important tools for 
reaching short- and long-term forest management goals. Thinning overstocked 
stands to suggested levels (consistent with forest type and silvicultural system) 
can improve forage production while also improving or maintaining individual 
tree growth rates. Stocking guides are a crucial tool for determining how many 
trees are too many, too few, or how many to remove. They provide upper 
and lower stocking targets and are tailored to forest type, site productivity, 
tree size. The guides that are commonly used were crafted to maximize wood 
production (i.e., stand volume). If forage production is your primary objective, 
targeting the lower end of the optimal stocking range, or even dropping 
below it, may be necessary to encourage forage growth. If you are interested 
in finding a stocking guide applicable to your forest, contact your local OSU 
Extension Forester or Oregon Department of Forestry Stewardship Forester. 

Managing for canopy cover offers a simple alternative to stocking guides. A 
general forest grazing rule of thumb is to maintain canopy cover at about 50% 
(26-60% depending on forest type). 50% canopy cover means that, if you 
looked down from above, the tree foliage would cover about half of the total 
forest floor area. This allows for adequate light penetration to the understory 
and has the added benefit of making the stand more resilient to wildfire. A 
number of research projects have found canopy cover is a stronger predictor 
of forage yield than basal area or stems per acre. 

SEEDING
Thinning generally reinvigorates understory vegetation, creating a desirable 
flush of forage plants, but some stands need a bit of help. Seeding selected 
introduced or native species may be necessary to improve forage quality 
and production. Seeding may also increase the carrying capacity for grazing 
and selected introduced species are often more palatable and nutritious 
than their native counterparts. Following harvest entries or other relatively 
intensive disturbance, seeding can help establish vegetation on exposed 
bare soil, reducing erosion and helping to prevent establishment of invasive 

Seeded Grass 
Mixture  

(By Forest Type)

Seeding 
Rate  

(lb/ac)

Ponderosa Pine

Pubescent Wheatgrass 
(moister sites); 
Intermediate Wheatgrass 
(drier sites)

5

Sherman Big Bluegrass 1

Hard Fescue 2

Alfalfa 2

Small Burnet 1

Total: 11

Lodgepole Pine

Potomac (or) Latar 
Orchardgrass

3

Hard Fescue (or) 
Smooth Brome

1 (or) 2

Yellow Blossom Sweet 
Clover

1

Small Burnet 2

Timothy 1

Total: 8-9

Mixed Conifer

Paiute (or) Potomac (or) 
Latar Orchardgrass

3

Hard Fescue 2

Smooth Brome (or) 
Timothy

2 (or) 1

Blue Wildrye 1-2

Yellow Blossom Sweet 
Clover

0.5-1

Small Burnet 0.5-1

Total: 8-11

Table adapted from: Ecology and Management of 
Eastern Oregon Forests.
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species. However, successful seeding may require treating 
competing vegetation, as well as follow-up treatments, 
such as chemical or mechanical removal. Additionally, 
it’s important to be mindful of native forages. These 
plant species are crucial for many wildlife species, and 
they may depend on them for fall or winter forage. 
Selecting forage species and seeding rates depends on 
a number of factors. (See table on pg. 5 for some general 
recommendations for each of our common eastern Oregon 
forest types.)

When developing a seeding prescription, rates may 
need to be adjusted to meet your specific objectives. 
For mixed conifer forests, use lower seeding rates for 
warm, dry forests and higher rates for cool, moist. 
When seeding areas that need stabilizing, or on sites of 
moderate productivity, seeding rates may need to be 
doubled. Seeding is best completed in the fall or early 
spring. Seeding in the fall (before snow accumulation) 
provides an advantage because melting snow in the 
spring helps move seed into the soil. Broadcast seeding 
should be on mineral soil or by use of a rangeland drill, 
depending on site. If you are planning to plant trees 
as well, seeding should be conducted after seedlings 
are established to avoid competition (i.e., don’t seed 
in the area within about a 2’ radius of each seedling, if 
feasible). Seed should be certified and it’s important to 
read the label. Note, these are only recommendations, 
always consider your specific site and seek advice prior to 
implementation.

IMPACTS AND CONCERNS
Any forest or natural resource management activity can 
have unintended or undesirable effects, so have a plan 
and do your research in advance. For forest grazing, 
understand your options and select an appropriate 
grazing system, assess carrying capacity, protect riparian 
and special areas, and be wary of invasive species.

Livestock can have negative effects on riparian 
and upland areas if allowed to overgraze or erode 
streambanks. This can be detrimental to hydrological 
systems, reduce plant vigor, invite invasive species, 
increase water temperature, and introduce sediment 
into water systems. Protecting riparian areas, and other 
special areas, can be accomplished by selecting an 
appropriate grazing system, attracting livestock away 
from areas with salt or alternative water sources, and  
in some cases utilizing fencing or other barriers to exclude 
livestock. 

Invasive species are a common and growing concern 
and have detrimental impacts to ecosystems in eastern 
Oregon. These species compete with native vegetation, 
influence fire behavior, and can alter nutrient and 
water cycling. They can also be detrimental to forage 
production potential. Identify problem areas and work to 
mitigate them when and where feasible. Prevention is the 
logical first step, but not always possible, so identifying 
and prioritizing areas of the greatest concern and 
developing a management plan is the best approach to 
slowing or stopping the spread of invasives. 

RESOURCES  
Chapter 8: Managing Forest Forage Values. Ecology and 
Management of Eastern Oregon Forests. Manual 12, OSU 
Extension Service. https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.
edu/manual12

Forestland Grazing: Understory Forage Management. 
Montana State University Extension.  
https://forestry.msuextension.org/publications/fact-
sheets/forestgrazing.pdf 

Forest Grazing: Managing your Land for Trees, Forage, 
and Livestock. Utah State University Extension. 
https://forestry.usu.edu/files/utah-forest-facts/forest-
grazing-managing-your-land-for-trees-forage-and-
livestock.pdf 

Grazing is an important objective for many Dry Side forest owners, but 
requires careful management of forest and forage conditions.

https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/manual12
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/manual12
https://forestry.msuextension.org/publications/fact-sheets/forestgrazing.pdf
https://forestry.msuextension.org/publications/fact-sheets/forestgrazing.pdf
https://forestry.usu.edu/files/utah-forest-facts/forest-grazing-managing-your-land-for-trees-forage-and-livestock.pdf
https://forestry.usu.edu/files/utah-forest-facts/forest-grazing-managing-your-land-for-trees-forage-and-livestock.pdf
https://forestry.usu.edu/files/utah-forest-facts/forest-grazing-managing-your-land-for-trees-forage-and-livestock.pdf


This fall, the dry side Extension team worked together 
to host a series of five fire-focused webinars called Fire 
Aware. Fire Prepared. In the Blue Mountains. This short 
series, specifically focused on Eastern Oregon, covered 
a review of the 2021 wildfire season, discussed fire 
ecology in the region, home hardening, and defensible 
space priorities, touched on prescribed fire basics, and 
talked about fuels reduction specific to the area. The 
webinars have been recorded and are available for 
viewing at your leisure.

In addition to the webinar recordings, you’ll also 
find a list of resources and links to accompany each 
presentation. Have a look at any or all of the webinars by 
going to beav.es/fafpbm.  Access recordings by clicking 
on the “Schedule and Class Resources” tab in the 
heading bar.  Each webinar points out a “Call to Action” 
and provides information on steps to help you, your 
family, and your community be more fire prepared!

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT... WEBINAR 
RECORDINGS NOW AVAILABLE!

7

At a recent meeting of the Northern Blues All Lands 
Partnership, Nils Christoffersen (Wallowa Resources) 
shared an astounding number – the Partnership 
implemented over 232,000 acres of fuels reduction and 
restoration treatments in federal fiscal year 2021. In the 
interest of full disclosure, that number counts some acres 
more than once (such as when an acre is thinned and 
then later burned), but it’s still pretty encouraging. We’re 
making real progress toward our goal of a more resilient 
landscape in which fire can play its natural role (where 
feasible) without producing unacceptable risk levels for 
people, places, and resources. 

The work features funding from a Collaborative Forest 
Landscape Restoration grant, which was awarded  

NORTHEAST OREGON NEWS
By John Punches, Extension Forester, and John Rizza, Regional Fire Specialist

$3 million for FY22. The Natural Resources Conservation 
Service continues to provide significant funding for 
private land treatments and the Oregon Department 
of Forestry is doing outstanding work connecting 
landowners with resources and guiding treatment 
activities. The Partnership has applied for (and expects 
to receive) Joint Chiefs funding to enhance fuel breaks 
along Mount Emily’s summit and to help private 
landowners reduce fire risk along its flanks. We’re putting 
the finishing touches on a request for Senate Bill 762 
Landscape Resiliency funding to do a wide range of 
work withing northeastern Oregon. Stay tuned for lots 
of landowner assistance opportunities if these funding 
sources come to fruition.

http://beav.es/fafpbm
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Grazing in forests of North America has a long history. 
Elk and bison grazed savannas and timbered areas, Native 
Americans utilized wooded river bottoms to winter 
horses, and early settlers placed homesteads in forested 
areas to take advantage of their diversity and thermal 
cover. As with these early uses, modern forested grazing 
approaches vary in their input requirements, risk, and 
potential benefit.

Managers need to consider how to manage the resource 
so that it improves production without degrading 
the natural resource foundation, particularly as land 
development continues and pressure on agricultural 
lands intensify.  As managers consider forest grazing it is 
important they have a basic understanding of the various 
practices of forested grazing and determine where their 
management falls. This article defines forest grazing, 
silvopasture, and turning livestock into the woods, and it 
discusses the similarities and differences in management 
goals, intensity, risk, and benefits between these three 
different land uses.

Forest Grazing is a management practice that can 
be successfully implemented in many parts of the 
Pacific Northwest. It is based on ecological principles 
for the specific forest community. Management skill 
requirements are high, as are risks of short-term and 
long-term failure.  Managers must be able to recognize 
the key understory forage species and understand the 
correct level of herbivory on these plants.  Knowledge 
of the regeneration process for desired tree species, as 

Livestock Systems and 
Management in the Forest
Three common approaches

well as the herbivore/plant interactions that will ensue, is 
necessary.  However, there are a number of economic and 
environmental benefits gained by properly implementing 
this strategy. 

By Pete Schreder, Livestock and Range Agent, Union and Wallowa Counties

Forest stand 
improvement

Grazing deferments

Prescribed fire

Natural 
regeneration

Brush management 

Grazing ecology 
based on  
   preference values

Cooler environment 
for livestock

Some wind and 
weather protection

More diverse 
understory vegetation 

Reduced probability of 
catastrophic wildfires 

May receive 
preferential tax 
treatment in greenbelt 
areas

“Open Stand” of 
timber in grazed 
forest settings can be  
  more scenic 

RESULTSINPUTS 

FOREST 
GRAZING
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Silvopasture is a management activity that can be 
successfully implemented in many parts of North 
America. Management skill and labor requirements are 
high. Risk of short-term and long-term environmental 
failure is also high if the system is not properly managed. 
Managers must determine suitable overstory woody 
species, compute forage availability, balance livestock 
numbers and grazing rotations accordingly, and must 
understand herbivore/plant interactions generated 
by the higher stock density (of livestock) afforded by 
agronomic management. Knowledge of tree canopy 
management needs, blow down potentials, and control 
of sapling damage is necessary. Numerous economic and 
environmental benefits can be achieved.

Turning Livestock into the Woods is a land use activity 
with less structured management goals, which, when 
not properly applied, leads to degradation of resources. 
This practice is still widely used in many forest-grazing 
systems. It can entail brief, monitored, access-controlled 
grazing periods when soil conditions are favorable for 
livestock access resulting in acceptable results. Long 
term, livestock not properly managed can congregate 
and over-utilize the forage resource and cause harmful 
impacts on tree heath and soil compaction. If improperly 
implemented the long-term results from this type of 
management are typically poor from both economic and 
environmental standpoints.

MANAGEMENT
Forest Grazing is based on the ecological principles 
that drive a natural system to move toward or maintain 
a desired ecological condition. Typical management 
practices may include (but are not limited to) grazing 
deferments based on selected forage and browse 
availability, prescribed fire, forest improvement that 
drives the forest ecologically toward a desired outcome, 
herbivory that doesn’t detract from the desired natural 
regeneration or ecological site needs, biological or 
chemical brush management, and livestock grazing 
intensity based on key forage plant preferences for the 
grazing season. The desired plants are only grazed to 
the degree that still allows them to have the desired 
dominance level in the plant community. Forage 
preference values are currently derived from manager’s 
experience, the USDA Ecological Site Information System 
(for some sites), or Extension Service experience and 
documentation. Forest management considerations for 
forage production are included in the previous article.

Monitor ground 
cover and soil 
moisture

Short-term access

Fence

Defer site when wet

Protect sensitive, 
valuable trees

Uncontrolled access

     Long-term access

Ground cover 
maintained and soil 
compaction limited

Wind and weather 
protection

Cooler environment in 
summer for livestock 

Utilize available 
forage for cattle when 
managed carefully

Reduce invasive plant  
  competition 

RESULTSINPUTS 

TURNING 
LIVESTOCK 
INTO THE 
WOODS

Canopy 
management

Tree protection

Weed control

Soil amendment

Hay harvest

Tree pruning

Rotational grazing

Pasture renovation

Grazing mgmt. 
  based on total  
   forage production

Diversification of 
income streams

Shorter forest rotations

Shaded, cool season 
forage plants can be 
more nutritious for 
livestock

Improved plant 
nutrition uptake

Hight value woodland 
products from active 
limb management

Cooler environment in 
summer for livestock 

Some wind and  
  weather protection

RESULTSINPUTS 

SILVOPASTURESILVOPASTURE
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Silvopasture Management is based on the agronomic and 
forestry principles used to profitably produce and harvest 
forage and forest products, guided by the limitations 
and potential of the land. Typical management practices 
may include (but are not limited to) soil amendment 
applications (usually fertilizer and lime), pasture 
renovations, rotational grazing management based on 
total forage production, chemical and mechanical weed 
management, tree pruning, hay harvest, tree protection, 
and forest thinning for proper canopy management. 

Silvopastures can be created by either planting trees into 
pastures or thinning stands of trees and planting forages. 
In either case, silvopasture managers coordinate tree 
thinning and pruning practices to modify the canopy 
density in ways that complement sustained forage 
production throughout the majority of the rotation 
and meet the needs of canopy species. Tree species 
are selected that have an economic potential and 
meet forage light requirements. Forages are selected 
that thrive in the range of sunlight penetration that is 
anticipated with the given canopy management. The 
forest management, pasture management, and grazing 
management is conducted in harmony, enhancing the 
production of multiple, harvestable components.

Turning Livestock into the Woods is usually based on 
the need for additional forage or browse, to rest other 
pastures, and sometimes just the need to reduce 
environmental stress on animals. Livestock managers 
may choose to utilize woodlots or forests as loafing lots 
for animals that simply need some place to be for a short 
while. They may also choose to turn livestock into the 
woods for short durations to help control invasive plants. 
These areas can sometimes provide temporary shade, 
winter wind protection, or low-quality roughage for dry 
cows. Depending on the geographical region, the species 
and stage of tree maturity, and soil characteristics, a 
forest may recover adequately from a single, temporary 
grazing period. However, when a relatively large number 
of cattle have uncontrolled access to forest for long 
periods of time, timber production and forest attributes 
will almost always degrade.

CONSIDERATIONS
Effective management of forested or partially forested 
grazing land involves a combination of strategies. If you 
are starting a forest grazing regime from scratch, it is 
important to understand the baseline conditions of the 
forest. Choose a couple of sites within the management 

area that will be sensitive to livestock distribution and 
weather, and continually monitor these sites. Using 
a permanent marking point, take pictures for a visual 
comparison over time and complete a range health 
assessment. In order to determine the forage value of 
your rangeland and its sustainable stocking rate, you 
must identify the key understory forage species and 
determine the community type you are working with. 
Accessing resources from your local NRCS or county 
Extension office can assist in achieving this objective.

In addition to these considerations, give thought to the 
impact that grazing management will have on the plant, 
soil, and water components of the ecosystem. Some 
ecological sites are highly productive and extremely 
resilient when impacted by disturbances such as intensive 
grazing, mechanical brush control, or even tillage. On 
the other extreme are ecological sites that are fragile, 
sensitive to disturbances, and might never recover 
from even light grazing or prescribed fire. Of course, 
most ecological sites are somewhere in between these 
extremes. Resource managers, professionals, and good 
stewards of the land will evaluate the effects that will 
alter the plant, animal, soil, and water resources at their 
disposal while practicing any of these three grazing 
management approaches discussed.

There are many guides available to help the landowner 
understand the sustainable stocking rate for their 
forested or partially forested rangelands.  This is a brief 
introduction providing considerations for a land manager 
to begin the planning process. 

RESOURCES
Section 600.0501: Managing Grazed Forest Lands. From: 
Chapter 5: Management of Grazing Lands, National 
Range and Pasture Handbook. USDA Natural Resources 
Conservation Service. https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/
Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb1043064.pdf 

Silvopasture: An Agroforestry Practice. Agroforestry 
Notes #8, USDA – National Agroforestry Center. 
https://www.fs.usda.gov/nac/assets/documents/
agroforestrynotes/an08s01.pdf 

An Ecological Perspective, Foraging Behavior, and 
Ecosystem-level Processes. From: Grazing Management, 
An Ecological Perspective. 1993. Briske, D.D., Heitschmidt, 
R.K., Stuth, J.W., Archer, S., and Smeins, F.E. 

https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb1043064.pdf
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb1043064.pdf
https://www.fs.usda.gov/nac/assets/documents/agroforestrynotes/an08s01.pdf
https://www.fs.usda.gov/nac/assets/documents/agroforestrynotes/an08s01.pdf
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SMALL WOODLANDS CHAPTER UPDATE 
In the last issue of Life on the Dry Side I mentioned 
reviving the local Small Woodlands Chapter, and since 
then we’ve achieved at number of accomplishments. I am 
pleased to announce that we have formally established 
the new Northeast Oregon Small Woodlands  
Association (NEOSWA), including Baker, Grant, Union, 
and Wallowa Counties. We have also created a website 
(neoswa.com) and started a quarterly newsletter, The 
Blue Mountain Forester. 

In October, we also held our first big event, which 
was a huge success. The NEOSWA “Neighbor-to-
Neighbor” Tour was hosted by the Defrees’ at their 
ranch near Sumpter. The tour featured invited speakers 
and a number of stops, discussing topics from water 
development projects, managing for wildlife, silviculture 
and forest management concepts, and cost-share 
programs. A total of 56 small woodland owners, friends, 
and neighbors attended. We want to thank the Defrees 
Family for being gracious hosts, providing a great lunch, 
and sharing their experiences.

If you are a member of the Oregon Small Woodlands 
Association in Baker, Grant, Union, or Wallowa County, 
or are interested in learning more, contact NEOSWA 
President Debi Lorence by email (debilorence@gmail.
com) or phone (541-604-1151). Whether it’s a few trees 
in the backyard, or a few thousand acres, we want you to 
be involved! NEOSWA aims to represent those who share 
the Blue Mountains as their home, providing opportunity, 
resources, activities, and camaraderie. 

UPDATE FROM SOUTHEASTERN OREGON
I spend a lot of time thinking about partnerships in the 
communities we serve. Where do they currently exist? 
How are they addressing needs or filling gaps? Over here 
in southeastern Oregon, we have extensive rangelands 
and complex topography. This makes fire detection and 
rallying fire response difficult in much of the region. 
So when it comes to partnerships here, Rangeland Fire 
Protection Associations (RFPAs) are the quintessential 
example: multiple parties agreed on the need for quick 
responses to remote, fast-moving rangeland fires, and 
RFPAs offer a way for highly-motivated ranchers and 
other landowners to help address this need.

NEOSWA “Neighbor-to-Neighbor” Tour. Photo: Debi Lorence

BAKER, GRANT, AND SOUTHEAST OREGON NEWS 
By Jacob Putney, Extension Forester in Baker and Grant Co., and Katie Wollstein, Rangeland Fire Regional Specialist

Oregon’s RFPAs got a lot of attention during fire season 
2021. High Desert and Warner Valley RFPAs both turned 
up on the Bootleg, Patton Meadow, Cougar Peak fires. 
Their response was essential for assisting local fire 
districts and protecting homes outside those districts. 
In August, Crane RFPA worked with agency firefighters 
on the Black Butte Fire in Grant and Harney Counties. 
In September, the National Incident Management Team 
7 produced a video recognizing Silver Creek RFPA and 
Burns Interagency Fire Zone’s cooperation on the Big 
Meadow fire. Silver Creek RFPA’s Fire Supervisor and  
the Harney County RFPA Liaison were also recently 
featured on Oregon Public Broadcasting’s Think 
Out Loud. The New York Times even published an 
article highlighting how RFPAs turn federal surplus 
equipment into firefighting equipment to fight fires in 
their backyards. Looking forward to seeing how these 
partnerships continue to evolve and make good things 
happen on the range.
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Grazing can be one of those contentious issues where 
seemingly conflicting values for the land often appear to 
be at odds. To some, it may seem that there is nothing 
but conflict between grazing and wildlife, especially when 
it comes to issues such as livestock depredation, or long-
term effects of grazing on riparian systems. In this article, 
I will provide information on conflicts and how wildlife 
respond, negatively or favorably, to grazing systems, and 
describe management practices that can help conserve 
wildlife habitats.

Historically, the landscapes of eastern Oregon flourished 
with a variety of herbivores, including deer, elk, 
pronghorn, and even bison in far eastern parts of the 

Wildlife and Grazing
Conflicts and opportunities 

state. Going way back, megaherbivores like mammoths, 
giant sloths, and prehistoric horses reigned! Regardless 
of the time period, herbivores have continued to shape 
western ecosystems due to their voracious appetites 
for the most nutritious plants available. Over the past 
150 or so years, these systems shifted to host new 
herbivores from Europe and Asia, domestic livestock like 
cattle, sheep, horses and goats. Around the same time 
that wild ungulates were eradicated by market hunting, 
predators like wolves and pumas were largely eliminated 
throughout the US, in part due to conflicts that arose 
from the livestock industry. 

GRAZING-WILDLIFE CONFLICTS
There is little doubt that historical grazing altered the 
state of many ecosystems, whether it be the massive 
bands of sheep that were once herded through the 
mountains, or unmanaged cattle grazing across the range 
and forests. Across many forests and rangelands, this 
added to fire suppression, reducing the abundance of fine 
herbaceous fuels and leading to conifer encroachment, 
a legacy we face today. As many wildlife species 
repopulated following massive conservation efforts, some 
noted that conflicts with domestic animals still occurred.

By Thomas Stokely, Extension Forester in Warm Springs, Crook, Deschutes, and Jefferson Counties

A grazed area within mule deer winter range and riparian habitats. Note 
that although use of the riparian zones by cattle is evident (trampling in 
foreground), the area includes a variety of broadleaf shrubs and an active 
beaver dam. Juniper removal (background) can help to provide forage away 
from riparian zones and restore upland habitat, critical to a variety of birds 
and mammals.
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One of the most direct ways that unmanaged or continuous grazing can 
affect wildlife is by competition for high-quality summertime forage that 
native ungulates (like deer and elk) require to survive the harsh winters of 
eastern Oregon. Another mechanism is through the reduction of bunchgrass, 
forb and shrub cover that serves as foraging, hiding and nesting cover for a 
variety of small mammals (e.g., rodents, rabbits, hares) and ground-dwelling 
songbirds (e.g., towhees, sparrows, grosbeaks, western meadowlark, dark-eyed 
juncos). There continues to be concern over unregulated grazing of riparian 
zones and alteration of aquatic habitats (e.g., beaver, amphibians, salmonids), 
where both livestock and wildlife concentrate around the water, abundance of 
forage and shady cover found in otherwise parched landscapes. Contextually, 
livestock can also be vectors for invasive plant species (e.g., hounds’ tongue, 
cheatgrass), while the transmission of diseases among native ungulates and 
livestock are a blight for conservation efforts and ranchers alike.

GRAZING AS A CONSERVATION TOOL
Although conflict between livestock and wildlife draws the most attention, 
livestock can positively influence wildlife and biodiversity.  Factors influencing 
this relationship include environmental conditions, the species of interest and 
livestock density and timing, with neutral or even positive responses for many 
wildlife. Grazing, like fire, can also follow the hypothesis posed by Connell 
(1978), that intermediate levels of disturbance can stimulate plant diversity by 
reducing the abundance of highly competitive and dominant species (including 
invasive plants). This, however, depends on both site productivity and whether 
the competing species are highly nutritious, less desirable, or outright toxic to 
eat.

In low-productivity or parched systems, even low levels of disturbance can 
be detrimental to native plant communities and the understory wildlife 
that depend on them. In more productive systems, grazing can be a tool to 
promote plant diversity and the variability of habitat resources for a variety 
of species. Similar to fire, grazing at light and moderate livestock densities is 
not generally a uniform disturbance. This grazing method may result in patchy 
distribution of plants and promote habitat for both bare-ground associated 
wildlife (e.g. common poorwill, killdeer, loggerhead shrike) and those that 
utilize dense understory vegetation (e.g. warblers, thrushes, blackbirds, 
Bullock’s oriole). However, successional changes from grassland to juniper 
and pine woodlands to dense mixed-conifer forest can result in concentrated 
foraging in the clearings that remain. This limits the ability of grazed areas to 
recover and the overall utility of grazing to promote understory plant diversity. 
Therefore, restoration activities are needed in many areas to not only bolster 
wildlife communities, but improve foraging opportunities for livestock.

Although wild ungulates often avoid foraging where livestock concentrate, 
conflicts can arise when they compete with livestock to obtain their needed 
calories. However, managed livestock grazing can also stimulate forage 
production for wild herbivores when older, more decadent vegetation is 
removed during winter or early spring, and when spring and early summer 
grazing stimulates plants’ evolutionary response to compensate for lost 
tissues. The type of wild or domestic ungulate matters, in which a spectrum 

BALANCING 
FOREST, FORAGE, 
AND WILDLIFE 
MANAGEMENT 
Guidelines related to forest and 
forage management highlighted in 
the previous articles can also help 
conserve resources for wildlife.  
Rotational grazing can be a tool to 
stimulate forage production, while 
allowing fields to support ground 
nesting birds when they lay fallow. 

In the range, keeping dense 
herds moving prevents them 
from congregating, promoting 
vegetation diversity and allowing 
grazed areas to recover more 
rapidly. Although excluding entire 
streams from livestock is not 
generally feasible or necessary, 
fencing should be used in strategic 
locations where restoration is 
most likely to succeed. Felling, 
stacking and jack-strawing thinned 
conifers can also be a barrier for 
browsers and grazers, helping 
hardwood species to regenerate.  

When fencing is used, use wildlife-
friendly methods (e.g., smooth 
wire on top and bottom strands) 
to reduce wildlife entanglement, 
while smaller cages can be used 
to help hardwoods escape wild 
ungulate browsing. 

For controlling predators, a 
variety of non-lethal methods 
can be employed, including visual 
and auditory deterrents and 
companion animals like donkeys, 
llamas and guard dogs. Sometimes 
lethal methods can backfire. For 
instance, the removal of dominant 
coyotes has been shown to draw 
in greater concentrations of 
subordinate and naïve individuals.
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from browser (woody and forb meristems – deer and 
goats) to grazer (grasses and forbs – elk and cattle) 
can influence what plants are left available to regrow 
the following year. Although deer and elk can be both 
browsers and grazers, management that focuses on 
conserving and promoting summer and early-fall forages 
is critical to their fat accrual, survival and reproduction. 
Likewise, conservation and livestock management should 
consider the local densities of wild ungulates in both 
summer and winter ranges when planning for restoration 
and forage production.

While wildlife conservation is often a primary goal for 
both private and public land managers, grazing practices 
can be a limiting factor for many wildlife populations 
throughout eastern Oregon. A set of grazing regulations 
are in place for public land grazing permittees in efforts 
to help conserve biodiversity, while many private 
landowners that receive cost-share incentive programs 
must follow guidelines for improving wildlife habitat on 
their properties. At much larger scales, the Sage Grouse 
Initiative is a good example where government, ranchers 
and conservation organizations have come together to 
develop plans for restoring their bunchgrass/sagebrush 
habitats. As we covered in our last issue, increasing 
drought threatens many conservation activities and 

Thinning dense stands (left) reduces canopy cover and provides resources for forage production (right); 

also the livelihoods of ranchers and forest landowners 
throughout the west. Innovative and adaptive approaches 
will be more and more necessary for the coexistence of 
humans, livestock and wildlife into the future.
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As many of you know, our region made national headlines 
this summer. The Bootleg Fire drew much attention for 
its ultra-mega size and intensity. Other fires like Cougar 
Peak and Patton Meadow are of note too. This fall many 
of the affected landowners, land managers, and partner 
agencies took the time to survey the aftermath. Field 
tours on federal, tribal, and private lands gave us all an 
opportunity to come together to discuss the different 
approaches that will be taken on the road to recovery. 
A silver lining of this fire season is the way it has been 
lending itself to collaboration and discussion on what we 
can do to prepare for the next time this happens. Forest 
and range health has become a big priority topic with a 
more specific focus on treating dense and continuous 
fuels. Several grant opportunities have been made 
available in response to this year’s fires: 

• Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board’s Post-Fire 
Recovery Grants for 2020 & 2021 fires

• Department of Environmental Quality’s Smoke 
Management Grant for projects that reduce wildfire 
hazard with smoke-free techniques

KLAMATH AND LAKE COUNTIES NEWS
By Ariel Cowan, Regional Fire Specialist

• Oregon Department of Forestry’s Landscape 
Resilience Grant Program and Small Forestland Grant 
Program

The Klamath-Lake Forest Health Partnership and other 
entities are planning to make the most of the incoming 
funds to get fire mitigation work completed in the next 
few years. In addition, Klamath county held a Plan & 
Prepare Fair at the fairgrounds to offer resources and 
answer questions from the community. We will likely see 
more of these events and opportunities come up as the 
need has become more apparent. 

Despite the heartbreaking amount of tree mortality, there 
are a few positive observations I made while touring the 
Bootleg Fire footprint. The soil in many areas is not as 
badly burned as many had suspected. This is a good sign 
that, in addition to the well-needed snow that is arriving, 
will play a large role in the recovery. 

As I write this, snows are again blessing us here in Central 
Oregon, helping to alleviate some of the stress following 
the record heat and drought this past year. We aren’t out 
of the woods yet when it comes to the drought index, 
with most of the area still being in exceptional drought. 
For those of you wanting to get out in the woods this 
winter, it is a good time to do some pruning and thinning 
while the soils are frozen and the trees dormant. If snow 
and cold aren’t your thing, it’s a great time to write, revisit 
or revise your management plans, taking into account 
the stress plants and animals have endured over the past 
couple of years.

Although we are getting precipitation, there is often 
a lag in drought response for trees, so expect to start 
seeing decline in some trees following the winter. If we 
get a good snowpack and decent spring rains in the new 

CENTRAL OREGON NEWS
By Thomas Stokely, Extension Forester in Warm Springs, Crook, Deschutes, and Jefferson Counties

year, many of the drought-resilient trees should make 
it through, but may be slow to respond. Reducing the 
density of young and drought-intolerant trees on your 
property not only helps reduce fire risk and free up soil 
moisture for the most valued trees, but it opens the 
canopy and allows for greater snow accumulation and 
moisture retention into the spring. Historically, our open 
pine forests would have retained and delivered more 
water, since dense canopies intercept, evaporate and 
transpire more water than open woodlands. This doesn’t 
mean tending towards a parklike setting, so please 
think about the needs of critters this winter as well. For 
instance, retaining some old slash piles and dense patches 
of trees can help many mammals and birds get through 
the winter.



Dormant season grazing can 
alter fuels and reduce fire risk
Using timing to optimize results

By Katie Wollstein, Rangeland Fire Regional Specialist, Harney and Malheur Counties

Dormant-season grazing is livestock grazing that occurs 
between the time perennial plants die back in the late 
fall and when they green-up in the spring. When properly 
managed, dormant season grazing can be useful for: 
(1) controlling invasive annual grasses and increasing 
perennial bunchgrasses, and (2) reducing fine fuel 
accumulation and overall fuel loads. Managing for these 
objectives can reduce the probability of a fire starting and 
the burn severity if a site burns.

Because annual grasses green up in late fall when 
perennial grasses are dormant, dormant season grazing 
can suppress invasive annual grasses without harming 
desirable perennial species. Dormant season grazing 
can also reduce annual grass vigor the following spring, 
potentially improving opportunities for perennial seedling 
establishment. Fewer viable seeds will spread if grazed in 
late fall or early spring before annual grasses go to seed.

Dead stems often build up in the centers of ungrazed 
bunchgrasses over multiple growing seasons, resulting 

in more and drier fuel much earlier in the fire season 
compared to grazed sites. Dormant season grazing can 
reduce the amount of dead fuels, which, in turn, means 
higher fuel moisture for more days during the fire 
season. In general, removal of litter and fine fuels via 
grazing decreases fuel loads and fuel continuity. These 
alterations can decrease the likelihood that an ignition 
will start a fire and that a fire will spread to surrounding 
vegetation. In addition, higher fuel moistures may 
result in lower burn severity—this means fewer dead 
perennial plants and a better chance that the plant 
community will recover after fire.

*NOTE: This article was peer-reviewed on 12/13/21 by 
Will Price, Department of Animal and Rangeland Sciences
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